
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO LATE FIFTEENTH -CENTURY KIT: 
WOMEN: SMOCK, KIRTLE AND GOWN
This will give you the basic vocabulary of women's clothes in England in the late fifteenth 
century, give you an idea of the look you should be going for, and guide you as to what items to 
buy if you are starting out... Each item is illustrated with a period image from an English source, 
supported by contemporary images or line drawings. 
This guide is not really concerned  with high status outfits - they’re not the best place to start - 
but some are included by way of illustration and contrast to the more everyday outfits that are 
the main focus. 

Some terminology and illustrations of the basics: 

Hose What you wear on your legs. Unlike the men's version, women's 
hose come up to the knee, and are held up with garters. They can be 
made in wool or linen and are sewn together from several pieces. 
Knitting was known at this time, but there is no evidence for knitted 
stockings before the sixteenth century.

Smock A loose linen dress worn underneath everything else; this is the  
woman’s underwear and also her nightwear (if she wears anything), 
and is an absolutely essential layer. Usually shown as white, the 
smock can also be made in unbleached linen; it is loose, has no 
fastenings, and usually has a scoop neck. Sometimes called a 
chemise or shift, the smock goes down to mid-calf. 

Kirtle An ankle-length and close-fitting dress worn over the smock and usually 
close-laced at the front (or much more rarely and at posher levels at the side 
or back). The kirtle is a foundation garment - it shapes the woman’s look and 
is another essential layer. At this date, the kirtle always had sleeves, which 
could be long or short. Long sleeves are overwhelmingly the rule in English 
imagery, but (a) this is a small sample as English women are far more often 
shown with a gown over the kirtle, which could well conceal short sleeves, 
and (b) practical experience reinforces the convenience of short sleeves for 
some manual labour. It is worth emphasising that women are rarely seen in 
just smock and kirtle - it was far more common to wear a further layer on top 
- a gown or simply another kirtle.

Gown The usual next layer over the kirtle, and sometimes called an overkirtle, 
particularly if not part of a grand costume. Typically, this layer is looser 
than the kirtle and without fastening (except for high status outfits). 
Again, the gown had sleeves - long was far more usual. Gowns can be 
cinched in at the waist with a belt (or apron), or alternatively under the 
bust in grander styles.
The gown was an essential part of the high status look in the late 
fifteenth century. Posh gowns might be very cunningly cut and fastened 
for a close fit, and in particular often had extremely tight sleeves. Lower 
down the social scale, gowns were simpler and baggier. Again, use 
wool lined with linen.

Sleeve Sleeves (always long in this case) could exist independently of dresses! and 
were pinned into place over the short sleeve of a kirtle. This is, as far as I 
know, only seen in continental images, but written English sources refer to 
separate sleeves, so it is okay to use them (and this may also support the 
existence of short-sleeved kirtles). But - and it's a big but - it seems highly likely 
that going around with the pinning showing was like going around half-dressed. 
It's better to wear another dress over the top so that the pinning does not show.
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Kerchief      Simple lengths of (usually white) linen wound or draped in various ways 
to make head coverings, and also neck wraps. The kerchief on the 
head is an essential part of the late medieval look and can also ensure 
that modern hairstyles (including fringes) are completely hidden. Styles 
include draped and pinned veils and also lengths wrapped tightly 
around the head to make remarkably neat 'bonnet' shapes (as in the 
third example, left, for example).  It is also worth noting that the later 
fifteenth century also saw the development of cut and shaped 'Flemish' 
or 'tailed' caps which replicated the tightly-wound 'bonnet' look with less 
bulk. There are many names for the variety of women's linen headgear. 
You might also hear it called 'head dress', 'head cloth', or 'head rail'. 

Coif  Cut, fitted and shaped linen cap: there is a surviving Swedish example 
(St Birgitta's cap) from the fourteenth century. The coif might be worn 
immediately over the hair as a surface into which the kerchief could be 
pinned.  An alternative was the fillet - a simpler headband of white linen. 
This is very rarely seen, but seems highly likely to have been used. 

Shoes  Shoes at this time were made inside out and turned right way out late in 
the process, and are thus often now called 'turnshoes'. They were flat-
soled, and characteristically pointed at the toe – sometimes extravagantly 
so for the wealthy, but minimally for the poor. Right at the end of the 
period, a new fashion of very blunt-ended shoes began to come in. 

Pattens  Wooden soles with leather straps that can be strapped on over the shoe 
  to (a) protect the leather sole and the stitching, especially from wet  
  conditions and (b) to keep your feet warm in the cold or wet.  

Wimple Covering for the throat, sometimes extending over the shoulders. This 
was going out of fashion in the fifteenth century but is still seen on 
religious or older women. It would be pinned to a coif or fillet (below).

The Basic Look
This is how you should aim to look most of the time, with the understanding that headwear 
can vary widely and change the look a great deal; aprons are obviously not always worn, and 
this is a woman of low to middling status. A is with just the kirtle layer, B with a gown added.

NB: the smock and 
short hose are not 
visible but should

always be worn

kerchiefA B

kirtle

apron

shoes

belt

gown
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Working up the layers… 

It’s all about layers, so here’s how they work: 

Smock 

Pickering Church, 
Yorkshire, wall-painting, 
late 15th century 

Image of women in their smocks are rare.  These two 
images of St Catherine in her martyrdom show her 

stripped to the waist. (1) shows a bundle of white cloth 
under the red dress, and this could well be her smock. 

In (2), Catherine is perhaps wearing only her smock: the 
garment has dropped to her waist and now just drapes 

slightly on the floor, which would perhaps suggest a 
length when worn of just above the ankle - which is right 

for a smock judging from the few continental images. 
Catherine’s garment is also loose, simple and long-

sleeved – again, right for a smock. 

English 
alabaster, now 

V&A, 15th century 

Hose 

Bodleian Library, Rawl. D 1220, c.1450-1475 
(4) This lass is wearing dark hose that 
come up to just below her knee – they 
look like they are rolled over at the top, 
no doubt over a garter. 

The smock 
should be 

loose enough 
to shrug on 
over your 

shoulders, and 
should be at 
least mid-calf 

length

(5) Short hose modelled 
(and made) by Vicky 

Binns (Aquerna 
Fabricae) - these are 

held up with a buckled 
leather garter.

The next few pages give more information and examples about the various pieces of kit - everything 
is based on period illustrations backed up with a few photos taken from contemporary reenactment.

(3) This lady appears to be in a 
state of undress - her smock is 

ridden up, her hair is loose, 
and she seems to have a shoe 

and hose on one leg and not 
on the other...

Misericord,  Holy Trinity, 
Stratford-upon-Avon 

1480-1500

1 2

3

4

5
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Kirtle 
(1) Misericord, Holy Trinity, Stratford-upon-Avon, English c.1480-1500 

This scary lady (she has her husband by the beard!) is wearing: 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

pointed shoes and probably hose (not visible) 
shift (visible at the neck) 
long-sleeved kirtle with lacing up the front 
apron – the straps cinch the kirtle in at the waist 
tightly-wrapped kerchief (or possibly a shaped cap)

She is of low to middle status – neatly turned out but dressed for work. 

Gowns  
... starting with Low status

(2) English stained glass, Cassiobury Park (now
      V&A), 1450-75
This farm worker is wearing: 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

- 

- 
- 

rough low shoes 
perhaps no hose – it's hard to say 
dark kirtle (just visible at the neckline) 
long-sleeved full gown 
linen apron, which holds the gown tight about the
waist
a linen neck kerchief, probably pinned into place
linen kerchief draped over a fillet or coif (not 
visible)
rush hat

1

2

(4) Natasha Coombs (History Matters / 
Montgomery Levy) in kirtle over smock, 
kerchief pinned to fillet and additional neck 
kerchief over the shoulders, plus a straw hat  

5

Bear in mind that wearing simply a kirtle over a smock was probably 
not considered fully dressed. It's a bit early (1437), but note this 
reference from the Parliament Rolls, describing a victim of rape: 
naked except hir kirtyll and hir smokke. So that leads us on to:

(3) A lady from the 
Clarence Household 

tends the pot: a good 
low-status ensemble. 

4

3

She looks obviously low status, though neatly trimmed out. See too 
the very similar (3), from the same source: note the straw brim 
over the kerchief, rather than a full hat.
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(1) BL 	  Harley 1766 English 1450s 

She is wearing: 

- 
- 
- 

- 

- 

fashionably pointed low shoes 
red hose 
a blue kirtle with decoration at 
the hem 
a loose and long-sleeved pink 
gown, kirtled over a belt at the 
waist; again, this has some 
decoration 
a fashionable headdress: 
white linen kerchief draped 
around small ‘horns’ 

Although she looks a little strange, this woman is 
reasonably well-off, with decorative and stylish 
touches to her dress. 

(3) Brass, Lillingstone Dayrell, Bucks. 1491 
This elegant lady is wearing: 

- modestly pointed shoes (perhaps because extreme points

- 

- 
- 

- 
- 

 are passing out of fashion by this stage) 
a high-necked shift (visible at the neck - 
alternatively this could be a modesty insert) 
a full-skirted kirtle  
a very full v-necked and long-sleeved, 
closely-fitted gown with very tight sleeves
(probably) a tight high-waisted belt  
an extravagant winged headdress set on a 
wire frame based on a conical hat

She is dressed in the height of fashion from the 
1470s-80s. 

... Middling status 

1 2 (2) St Anne: English 
alabaster, 15th century, 
V&A.

This is a great portrayal 
of an older woman of 
good middling status. 
She is wearing:

a long-sleeved 
kirtle (visible at 
wrists) - this is over 
a smock of course 
a long-sleeved, full, 
loose gown belted 
at the waist 
layered kerchiefs 
with a wimple

- 

- 

- 

... High status 

3

4

(4) Salome, English alabaster, 1480-90, now in V&A

Salome cuts an elegant figure in:

a high-necked shift (visible at the neck - again, this 
could be a modesty insert with the shift invisible beneath) 
a very full, v-necked, long-sleeved, gown 
a tight high-waisted belt  
an extravagant horned headdress with a kerchief draped 
over the top
a jewelled collar with a pendant

- 

- 
- 

- 

- 

Salome's fashion excesses are probably intended to convey a moral message...
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On the head… 
Covering the head is essential for all except young girls. Pictures of 'ordinary' women from England 
overwhelmingly show a kerchief draped over the head; this must have been attached to a tighter 
internal layer. Additionally, the kerchief was often draped over an internal structure, with 'horns' or a 
conical cap being the most common.
The internal layer 
1 2

(2) Bodleian 
Library, Rawl D 
1220, 1450-75. 

(1) Misericord, All 
Souls College, 
Oxford,1440s.

It's often hard to know what is going on under all the elegantly 
or casually draped kerchiefs. (1) shows a lady with a tight coif 
over her curls. Something like this, itself tied into place, was 
one basis onto which a kerchief could be pinned. The lady in 
(2) is in the bath with her lover, but nevertheless still has her 
hair (or some of it) wrapped in a tight headcloth. This is 
another option for the tight internal layer under a kerchief. The 
final possibility is a fillet - a narrow band of linen with ties at 
either end. This was fastened as a tight headband and could 
again be the basis for the pinned kerchief.

Draped kerchief
(3) BL Harley 5401, English, later 15th century

This young lady has her hair tightly confined, probably into a coif or tightly knotted 
kerchief, and the kerchief casually draped over the top. The hair must be in some sort 
of bun high on the crown of the head. The kerchief is decorated all around the border, 
perhaps with embroidery.

3

(4) Misericord, All Souls, 1440s. This lady is wearing horns - stiff hair casings, one on 
each side of the head into which braided hair has been inserted. Horns would need to 
be pinned or sewn to a tight fillet or coif. The kerchief (often more than one) then drapes 
over the horns for a very elegant broad shape - this example is quite early, but this was 
a popular look right through the fifteenth century. I am tempted to think this portrays the 
same woman as in (1), with her hair now braided and inserted into the horns. 

4

(5) English stained glass, Martham, Norfolk, c.1450s: an image of Eve.
Eve has the simplest, but very elegant, style of kerchief draped over a tight internal 
layer. It is not a lot of cloth, being a simple square of linen. This is the quintessential 
unpretentious look for a late fifteenth-century English woman. Such simple 
arrangements were seen as modest and praiseworthy: in his vision (c.1465), Edmund 
Liversedge of Somerset described the headgear of the Virgin in very much these terms: 

5

6

(6) English stained glass, St Mary's Redcliffe, Bristol, 15th century fragment: Mary
Mary has a very similar look - a simple kerchief draped over an internal layer, but 

with the addition of a wimple similarly attached to the internal layer

on single kerchif, wher of ij endis wer pynnyd or elles knytt vp, and ij other endis come 
down ouer hir shuldris (a single kerchief with two corners pinned or knotted up and the 
other two corners coming down over her shoulders).

(7) English alabaster, now V&A, late 15th century 
Here we have the hair tucked inside a conical fez-shape hat, 
which is then the basis for the usual draped headcloth. Outside 
the labouring classes, this was an extremely popular style which 
could be taken to great excess by the rich, as seen in  (8).

7 8

(8) English stained glass, Tattershall, 1480s 
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(2) Misericord, Ripple St Mary, Worcs., English, 15th century 
This looks like it might be a rectangular kerchief wound tightly about the head to form 
an attractive cap shape. These are often seen in continental images but are much 
rarer in English sources - where they may perhaps have usually formed the 
foundation for a draped headcloth. Alternatively, it may be a shaped linen cap, or 
even a form of woollen hood over a kerchief.
(3) Misericord, Ripple St Mary, English, 15th century 
Perhaps an early appearance of the shaped gable headdress, where the kerchief is 
folded and/or stiffened at the front and then crisply folded in an angular shape (and 
as usual pinned to another layer underneath). This may be in white or black - the 
latter becoming more popular over time. This angular look is very 'Tudor' and - 
although known - is perhaps better avoided for the Wars of the Roses period.

The conical hat was the  understated English version of the pointed hennin (the 
archetypal 'princess hat') seen on the continent. However, among the rich, the 
cone-hat was typically used as the basis for wiring to hold a very fine, light silk 
headcloth out in extraordinary shapes – so it could still be a pretty pretentious look!

2

3

Hoods and caps
Two styles that are commonly seen in late fifteenth-century reenactment are the linen 
'Flemish' or 'tailed' cap and the wool hood. Going on the evidence, the Flemish cap look was 
not common in England at the time of the Wars of the Roses, and the draped kerchief look, 
as above, was overwhelmingly the more typical style for England at this date. Nevertheless, 
caps should not be ruled out completely - they are seen in contemporary images from 
northern France and the Netherlands: styles were not likely to have been radically different, 
and there is the occasional English image of something very like the cap. 
As for women's hoods, they do not appear in images but are often mentioned in written 
sources and were after all surely a practical and useful item in the English climate! 

(3) could also be construed as a form of warm woollen hood 
(worn over a kerchief).  This would also seem to be the case in (4) 
and (5), from a fifteenth-century misericord from St Mary's, Fairford 
in Gloucestershire. Here, the front lappets of the hood appear to be 
decorated in some way.

54

1

(1) Jo Hill in an exquisite wired butterfly headdress based on a conical hat. 
Photo Stephen Moss Photosm

Some great headgear can be seen in other images:
number 1 on page 4: a long kerchief wound into a cap shape, or possibly an actual linen cap 
number 2 on page 4: a draped kerchief worn under a rush hat; see also number 3 on the same page - 
a simple woven straw brim over the kerchief.
number 1 on page 5, number 3 on page 10, number 1 on page 11: a draped kerchief worn over horns 
number 2 on page 5: layers of draped kerchiefs plus a wimple 
numbers 3 and 4 on page 5, 1 on page 8, 1 and 2 on page 10, and 2 and 4 on page 11: posh 
headdresses 
number 2 on page 8: another more modest example of kerchiefs over a conical cap

- 
-

-

-
-

Rush and straw hats
As shown in (2) and (3) on page 4, these can be invaluable in the 
summer heat, worn over your kerchiefs. If possible, avoid modern 
machine-made hats, as the look is quite different. The medieval 
hat was shaped from coiled straw or woven rushes - see the 
examples on the left.

Matuls Artpol Crafty Beggars
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Shoes...  
For obvious reasons, it can be hard to get good images of female footwear, but some of the 
images already seen are useful in this regard:
- 

- 
- 

numbers 3 and 4 on page 3: low shoes with a definite point. Number 4 is a higher status woman 
and the shoes are thus more pointed
numbers 2 and 3 on page 4: rough low shoes, but still a definite point
number 1 on page 5 and number 1 on page 11: acutely pointed bar shoes

(3) Misericord, Great Malvern Priory, mid/late 15th century

A man is taking a boot off a woman's foot - you can see the 
side opening detail very clearly, and one presumes this 
might have been laced shut. It's worth noting that these 
boots are clearly close-fitting. They have a clear point.

Good styles are thus:

Shoes fastened in various ways - laces at the top, 
or to the side, or with buckle straps

Low boots - above the ankle but well below the knee 

Unless you are very high status, your shoes should have a moderate but definite point. High status 
permits you to wear either shoes with extended points or - late in the period - blunt-ended shoes.

 All images of contemporary reconstructions courtesy of NP Historical Shoes.
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Neck kerchief
You can use yet another kerchief to drape around your shoulders. This kerchief is usually tucked 
inside the kirtle, but could also be pinned to the outside (as in (2) and (3) on page 4). 

Neck kerchiefs can be hard to spot, but both Margaret Fitzellis and her daughter may be wearing 
them in this glass (1) from Waterperry in Oxfordshire (c.1469).

1 2
(2) is clearer - it is another of the Labours 

of the Months stained glass panels from 
Cassiobury Park (1450-75), now in the 

V&A. The lady has a loose kerchief firmly 
tucked inside her kirtle and gown.

Neckerchiefs are mentioned in written sources - in Wycliffe's Bible they are 
one of the wicked fripperies worn by the women of Judah! 

3
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There is surprisingly little evidence in English images for belt-wearing amongst women except to 
belt in full gowns  - and not always then - or as part of the high-status look. However, although this is 
hard to find in English sources, images from north-west continental Europe do occasionally show or 
imply belts worn over kirtles.  These fall into a few distinct groups:

1) narrow decorated belts slung low over the hips, fastening at the front. This is often shown on images
of Mary Magdalen and so should be treated with care - the Magdalen was generally portrayed as
underdressed and her outfits also often contain elements of the foreign and exotic. However, this
look may still indicate the customary wearing of a belt over the kirtle but under the gown.

2) in images of women wearing hitched up gowns over kirtles, the presence of purses hanging down
below the level of the gown clearly implies the presence of a belt over the kirtle and under the gown.
I have not been able to find an English example of this, but this was surely done in England as well
as on the continent;

3) in images of working women especially, their kirtle is sometimes hitched up bulkily - again, this
indicates the presence of a belt;

4) and occasionally one sees a woman in a kirtle with a waist-level belt, buckled at the front and used
to hang objects; this seems most typical in German sources. Arguably, this is perhaps still an
underdressed look.

... and belts (or girdles)

Kirtles without belts
If you are wearing just your kirtle over your smock, then it is best not to wear a belt. Aprons can 
be used instead to cinch the waist or kilt up the skirts, as seen in number 1 on page 4.

Gowns without belts
These also occur in English and continental sources - excepting really high status outfits they are 
nothing unusual. Number 2 on page 11 is a clear example. Gowns are also often seen belted in 
with aprons instead of belts (for example numbers 2 and 3 on page 4, and 1 and 3 on page 11).

In sum, dressed as an ordinary woman in just a kirtle, you should not wear a belt unless (a) you need 
to hitch the kirtle up to work, or (b) you absolutely have to carry something on the belt - but be aware 
that this latter is not a well-supported look. 

Of course, there are things you may absolutely need to have with you, so practically it might be best 
to have a soft cord girdle between the shift and kirtle with a cloth pouch on a short drawstring. You 
can then access your essential items in this bag when needed, but they, and their bag, are then not 
generally in view. And don't try to carry too much! If you are wearing a gown over the top, then a belt 
over the kirtle to support a pouch is more acceptable (though again not seen in English images). 
Basically, it is yet another case of the more layers the better! 

Finally, do not hang lots of things from your belt - a single pouch is okay (see page 10), but not your 
knife and other accoutrements - you do see the occasonal well-laden pouch in late medieval images, 
but typically again in German sources, which are not necessarily a good guide for English usage.

A wide variety of belts were worn over gowns:
tight broad belts worn under the best in high status loose or fitted 
outfits

-

- 
- 

low slung narrow belts on high status fitted outfits
narrow belts at various status levels, used to hold in bulky gowns

Belts were also used to kilt up a gown, as in number 1 on page 5.

Belts over gowns

English brass, 1490s, Merton, Norfolk
Mary de Grey and her three daughters. 



(3) Misericord, Sherborne Abbey, c.1450
A relatively well-off woman but a rare sight of a plain functional belt 
doing up at the front. It appears to do up with ties rather than with a 
buckle.

More images of  belts 

2

(1) English stained glass, Tattershall, 1480s. 

A closely-fitted gown with an ornamental belt slung 
loosely around the hips - a popular look seen also in 
the monumental brass of the 1490s from Merton in 
Norfolk showing Mary de Grey and her daughters (on 
page 9).

(2) Bodleian Library, 
Rawl D. 1220, 1450-75

The high broad belt - this might hold in a 
very full gown, as here, or simply ornament 

the close fit of a well-cut posh gown.3
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Written English sources refer quite often to purses. However, 
there is such scarcity of English images of purses that again 
we are forced to look at Continental sources for ideas. The 
best style for women is a soft bag with drawstring ties, hanging 
from a belt on fairly long ties (although you need to be careful 
as these can get snaggged very easily!) This soft bag can be a 
simple rectangle (4), or - more ambitiously - several triangular 
panels (5). The latter allows for plenty of bulk and gives a 
pleasing pointed shape. Tassels at corners are nice, and 
seams were also often decorated. In relation to women purses 
were perhaps usually textile rather than leather (e.g. in 1471 
Isabell Crake of York inherited a 'purse of purpyll welwit').

(7) Letitia Talyboys, Assington, Suffolk 1506. This is out of 
period but worth a look for a rare sight of a belt-hung purse 

of broadly the right style.

1

4 5

(4) and (5) by Gill Page, (6) by 
Chris Lindsay-White

Purses (or pouches) on belts

6
7A simple drawstring is fine, but the double 

drawstring shown in (6) is a good alternative.

These drawstring purses are not huge - don't 
overstuff them. 



(1) BL Harley 1766 English 1450s

Low shoes, brightly coloured hose, gown (with kirtle not visible); 
gown has been kilted up over an apron. Headcloth draped over hair 
dressed in small horns.

(3) Alabaster, now V&A, late 15th century.

This working woman is wearing a gown (over a 
hidden kirtle), secured around the waist with an 
apron. She has a loosely draped headcloth (over 
a hidden internal layer). 

A few more images of fully-dressed women 

(2) Misericord from Holy 
Trinity, Stratford-upon-

Avon, 1480-1500 
A beautifully clear layered outfit of shift plus laced kirtle plus v-neck gown, 

which is not belted. She also has a magnificent horned head-dress.

1

2

3

(4) English monumental brass from Somerset: 
Elizabeth Seyntmaur, 1475
An extremely fashionable lady - she's wearing a gown 
that's closely fitted down to the hips and then very full, 
with a low-slung ornamental belt. On her head she 
has a butterfly headdress on a conical cap; she also 
has a choker with a jewelled pendant.

4

5

(5) - another splendid image from the Clarence 
Household. This lady is wearing a full, tight-

sleeved red gown, lined in blue, over a green 
kirtle, with the gown kilted up over a wide belt. She 

wears draped kerchiefs and a hood for warmth.
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So... it's all about layers. The typical late fifteenth-century costume has several layers - smock + 
kirtle + gown - and maybe more than one kirtle or gown at that.  Layers are often but not always  
removed for hard physical work, and poorer folk - unsurprisingly - have less elaborate outfits. Unless 
you are truly hard at work on manual labour - or in bed - or taking a bath - you should be layering up.

Fit is important too. The foundation layer of the kirtle is figure-hugging, and the gown over the top is 
either fitted from the waist up, or cinched in with a belt. Once again, less elaborate outfits and baggy 
garments are generally indicators of poverty and low status - and such indicators were important in 
medieval society. If you are portraying a person who is at least comfortably off, then fit is every bit as 
important as fancy accessories.

Here's a quick summary of the dressing-up process:

To sum up...

Cut is important too, and the fullness of the skirts in particular. Your smock is the least capacious of 
your garments and you should nevertheless be able to take big strides in that without being 
constricted. For the kirtle and the gown - the fuller the skirts the better: don't stint on material! Your 
bottom hem should be an absolute minimum of 3m in circumference.

(1) Put on your 
smock. It's 
probable that - to 
be truly authentic - 
you should not 
wear anything 
underneath this, 
but ... that's up to 
you! Be aware that 
bras can show too 
easily and don't 
give the right shape 
- but again, it's up 
to you...

(2) Put on your hose and 
tie them on with garters.  
Plait or otherwise tidy up 
your hair and cover it up 
with a fitted coif or tightly 
wrapped kerchief. 
Remove all modern 
jewellery, including any 
visible earrings and 
piercings (and cover the 
evidence if possible!)

(3) Put your 
shoes on! Pull 
on your kirtle 
and lace it up at 
the front for a 
close fit. Pin a 
draped kerchief 
onto your coif 
or wrapped 
kerchief. You're 
now fit to be 
seen!

(4) Pull your 
gown on and 
(optionally) belt 
it at the waist or 
under the bust. 
You are now fit 
for decent 
company!

Finally, don't forget the fine detail that will complete the medieval look. Don't even think about make-
up (including nail varnish), and get all your hair out of sight; cover up tattoos (with clothes or quality 
waterproof make-up) and take out piercings. Don't worry about contemporary ideas of looking good - 
look good medieval!
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So, what do you need? 

Basics:   the absolute essentials   
A loose white linen shift -

A long-sleeved and close-fitting kirtle, lacing at the front. This is best made in a 
light wool, and lined throughout in linen. Linen lined with linen is a possibility, but all 
the evidence suggests that this was rare at best; it's also a significant fire risk.
A couple of white linen kerchiefs – one to wrap tightly around your head and 
knot in place, and the other to drape and pin on top The inner one can be 
small (say 35x35cm) and the outer one should be larger (at least 75x75cm).
Some metal pins to secure your draped kerchief - replica medieval pins are 
available from several reenactment suppliers
Leather shoes – you could start with inexpensive machine-stitched ankle boots

Next step:   highly desirable items but none of them strictly essential.
A woollen gown. Again, it's advisable to line your gown (linen is good for this), orat 
least to face it at the cuffs and neckline.     

Full-length sleeves in contrasting materials to pin to your short sleeves   

Pattens 
A leather belt

 -
A fashionable gown 

You can build up your kit bit by bit, and here are some suggested stages for getting hold of stuff. 
You don't need to go beyond the first stage, but the more layers you have the more typical your 
outfit will end up being. So for women, the essential pieces of soft kit are:

It is hard to be precise, but unless you can make things yourself you should expect to pay from around 
£175 for this ensemble. Look out for second-hand items being sold on: living history forums and 
Facebook pages are good for this.

 -

 -

 -

 -

-

 -

 -

 -

 -

 -

 -

 - Jewellery and other accessories. Some nice jewellery can be seen in number 4 on 
page 5, number 1 on page 8, number 2 on page 10, and number 4 on page 11: all 
these show an ornate pendant on a chunky and perhaps jewelled chain worn quite high 
on the neck. Number 1 on page 8 also shows copious jewelled rings.

 -

 -

 -

Short hose (until you have these, be prepared to go without socks, or wear low socks 
that can be hidden entirely in your medieval boots - but be aware that bare legs are 
not really a respectable medieval look). Make these out of linen or wool. 

 -

Garters: these can be simple lengths of linen tape, braided wool or linen, or leather, 
and can fasten by tying or with a buckle.
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Additional kerchiefs for more elaborate headgear or a neck kerchief  -

A linen apron 

 - A rush or straw hat

A second kirtle with short sleeves, to wear under your gown or for working situations

Full works: None of this is essential, and mostly it moves on to the high status look that is not 
          required for most reenactment. Don't even think of these to start off with - if ever!

A more elaborate belt to fit the style of your fashionable gown 

A head-dress based on a conical hat or on horns 

A leather or fabric purse to hang from your belt



CREDITS
Images marked BL come from the open access collection of the British Library Catalogue of 
Illuminated Manuscripts: www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts; these images date as noted 
from the 1450s and are of English origin. Also very useful are the images from the Bodleian's 
Rawlinson D1220, again English in origin and from the third quarter of the 15th century. Alabaster 
images are from the Victoria and Albert collection and are all English in origin and later 15th century as 
dated: collections.vam.ac.uk. The wall painting image from Pickering dates from the later 15th century 
and can be found amongst many others on the amazing site www.paintedchurch.org. Misericord 
images are also from a variety of locations - see the splendid www.misericords.co.uk - and again all 
those used are English and mid to late 15th century as dated. Stained glass images are as noted and 
again all English and 15th century as dated - all come from the wonderful www.therosewindow.com, to 
whom thanks for the use of these images. The brasses are courtesy of the Monumental Brass Society, 
with thanks - see their impressive site www.mbs-brasses.co.uk.

Thanks to Jo Hill and Stephen Moss (Stephen Moss Photosm), Natasha Coombs, Vicky Binns of 
Aquerna Fabricae, Juraj Matejik of NP Historical Shoes, Chris Lindsay-White, Sophia Chidgey-Hallan 
and Alan Webb, Matuls, Artpol, the Crafty Beggars, and The  Clarence Household for the use of 
(variously) their persons, creations, or photos. Thanks again to Natasha Coombs and to Sophia 
Chidgey-Hallan for their feedback and very useful suggestions. (Especially on belts!)
This guide has been produced by Gill Page of Trouvère Medieval Minstrels for the Facebook project 
'Making Fifteenth-Century Reenactment Glorious'.

Paul Leigh and Gill Page
Trouvère Medieval Minstrels 
www.medievalminstrels.com

There are many makers and suppliers of costume, and it's best to consult with your group before 
ordering or buying. You will be able to meet many suppliers at reenactment markets. It is always 
best to have a garment made for you or at least to try on extensively before buying - fit really is 
important! If buying off the peg, consider taking the garment in a little to perfect the fit

If you want to make your own garments, you can find patterns in Sarah Thursfield's The Medieval 
Tailor's Assistant. Patterns are also available from the American companies Mediaeval Miscellanea 
and Reconstructing History, amongst others. Books and patterns are available online and at 
reenactment markets.

Markets

(Information current as at March 2014)
The Original Reenactment Market - held every November and March, near Coventry: 
www.reenactorsmarket.co.uk
The International Living History Fair - held every April and October, near Leicester: 
www.pikeandshot.com/ilhf
The National Living History Fair - held in October and April, near Coventry: www.nlhf.co.uk
Large markets are also held at events such as (amongst others) the medieval festivals at Tewkesbury 
(mid-July each year), Lanark (mid-August each year) and Herstmonceux (end of August each year).

Getting hold of everything...
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